
 

ENGLISH (IBPS PO 26 SEPTEMBER 2018)
16.  As the Delhi government completes two conflict-ridden years in office, 

some of the key poll promises made by party remains unfulfilled while 

realistic actions on the ground are seen in areas of education, health and 

drinking water. 

 (1) by the party remains unfulfilling while realistic 

 (2) by the party remain unfulfilled while realistic 

 (3) by the party remains unfulfilled while realistically 

 (4) by the party remains unfulfilled while realistic 

 (5) No correction required 

 Answer- (4) by the party remains unfulfilled while realistic 

17.  Switzerland has issued notices to an Indian art curator, his family members 

and two related companies after the receipt on request in India for 

"administrative assistance", including information about their Swiss bank 

account details. 

 (1) companies after all the receipt of request from India  

 (2) companies after the receipt of request from India 

 (3) companies after the receipt of request against India 

 (4) same companies after the receipt of request from India 

 (5) No correction required 

 Answer- (2) companies after the receipt of request from India 

18.  Any misuse of the anthem or any wilful insulting it is legally prohibited, 

and those aggrieved by any such incident can take recourse to the law. 

 (1) insult to it is legal prohibited (2) insult to it is illegally prohibited 

 (3) insult to it is legally prohibited (4) insult on it is legally prohibited 

 (5) No Improvement 

 Answer- (3) insult to it is legally prohibited 

19.  Bihar Chief Minister said demonetisation was not enough to root out black 

money and that he will come out without the "point-by-point" analysis of 

the note ban after December 30. 

 (1) he will come out   (2) they will come out with a 

 (3) he would come with a  (4) he will come out with a 

 (5) No Improvement 

 Answer- (4) he will come out with a 

20.   in a mature democracy such as India, there really is not need to make a 

playing or the singing of the anthem mandatory through a judicial order. 

 (1) really is no need to make the playing 

 (2) ready is no need to make the playing 

 (3) really is no needs to make the playing 

 (4)  really are no need to make the play 

 (5) No Improvement 

 Answer- (1) really is no need to make the playing 

21.  International Monetary Fund head Christine Lagarde will learn the verdict in 

her ______for approving a massive state payout to a tycoon ______she was 

French finance minister. 

 (1) payment, who (2) trial, when (3) lesson, when 

 (4) demand, which (5) attack, whose 

 Answer- (2) trial, when 

 

22.  A plea highlighting human wildlife conflict and seeking rehabilitation of 

villagers ______inside Rajaji National Park in Uttarakhand led the National 

Green Tribunal to _____responses from the Centre and the state 

government. 

 (1) monetising, thwart (2) reside, forage (3) living, seek 

 (4) stayed, owe (5) concluding, get 

 Answer- (3) living, seek 

23.  In a bid to attract last minute passengers, the railways have ______the flexi 

fare structure in premier trains by offering 10 per cent rebate on vacant 

berths after ______of the reservation charts. 

 (1) decided, creation (2) thought, done (3) missed, open 

 (4) revised, finalisation (5) compiled, cancellation 

 Answer- (4) revised, finalisation 

24.  The Russian military says that one of its ______with 39 people on board 

crash-landed in the far north of the country, ______32. 

 (1) planes, injuring (2) plans, killed (3) plane, hurt 

 (4) supporters, murdered (5) shoulder, harmed 

 Answer- (1) planes, injuring 

25.  Justice Jagdish Singh Khehar, who ________the five-judge constitution 

bench in the Supreme Court which had struck down the controversial NJAC 

Act for _______of judges, was today appointed as the next Chief Justice of 

India. 

 (1) support, management (2) collected, sure (3) assisted, creation 

 (4) led, appointment (5) maintained, attraction 

 Answer- (4) led, appointment 

26 to 30 

(A)  India should not delay an unambiguous law to protect citizen’s privacy, 

given the judicial interpretation that privacy is a derivative of fundamental 

rights. 

(B)  Rightly, Aadhaar seeded bank accounts are now used to transfer benefits 

directly to the beneficiary. 

(C)  The Unique Identification Authority of India, which issues Aadhaar cards, 

has registered a complaint of someone making use of stored biometric 

information for Aadhaar authorisation. 

(D)  The Aadhaar Act says that impersonation or intentional copying of Aadhaar 

data is a criminal offence. 

(E)  It must be modelled on the European Union’s approach to privacy. 

(F)  And organisations that collect and manage personal information are 

mandated to protect it from misuse.  

(G)  Those found guilty must be punished. Security of personal information goes 

beyond Aadhaar.  

(H)  The EU has common rules to ensure that personal data enjoy a high standard 

of protection across its member states — a citizen has the right to complain 

and obtain redress if her data are misused anywhere within the EU. 

 Answer- CDGAEHFB 
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